
FROM

FAMILY 
DINNER 

TO

GAME-NIGHT 
WINNER
Over the past year we’ve all experienced significant 
change in how we use our homes. We’ve redefined 
rooms to accommodate for remote work, school, and 
life.  These hybrid-spaces are here to stay and we’re 
here to help you make the most out of every room.



From family dinner to game-night winner, Legrand | AV products will ensure your home technology needs 
are met now and into the future.  Our foundational structured wiring and rack solutions are the framework 
for connected living. The simple and reliable networking, connectivity and power management products 
allow users to connect, stream and play without interruption. And our versatile TV mounts, speaker 
stands, display and audio solutions add convenience and functionality to home entertainment.
No matter the room or how you choose to use it, Legrand AV solutions are up to the task.

DINING ROOM/ 
CATCH-ALL SPACE

Luxul products provide a reliable and robust network 
so every connected device is always receiving the 
bandwidth to deliver a next-level experience.

Engineered for peak performance and ease of installation, 
Nuvo Subwoofers and Architectural Speakers let you 
design the best listening experience for every space.

From structured wiring to connectivity and home theater 
products, On-Q brings homes to life with innovative solutions 
that add convenience, comfort, safety, and entertainment.

SANUS designs and builds expertly crafted TV mounts, speaker 
stands and mounts and AV accessories that are engineered 
to enhance AV systems and the surrounding décor.

Luxul Wireless Access Points

Nuvo Architectural Speakers

On-Q Connectivity Solutions

SANUS Speaker Mounts

Chief  |  Da-Lite  |  Luxul  |  Middle Atlantic  |  Nuvo  |  On-Q  |  SANUS
LEGRAND | AV

Learn More From Your Local 
Installation Expert
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